
Month of decisions 
View Tranquillo Barnetta wants to Philadelphia from playoff, personally is the 
Ostschweizer an uncertain future. Should he extend the contract or return to FC St. 
Gallen? 
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Only too happy would the management team of the Major League Clubs 
Philadelphia retain their attacking players and renew the end of the season 
expiring contract. But the St. Galler Tranquillo Barnetta coy, he wants to rush 
things he has never done in his career. The next step will be carefully considered, 
it might be the last of his career as a professional footballer at the age of 31 years. 
So Barnetta consoled his employer and told him that despite the highest mutual 
esteem not currently wanted to discuss with him the future. The offensive player 
says: "Fortunately, the Americans see the not so narrow, the postponement did 
not bother her. On the one hand, the focus is already on the final stage of the 
League qualifier, and on the other hand they are not as proactive as the 
Europeans. " 
 
Missing killer instinct 
 
Only on Saturday Barnetta has convinced at home to Montreal, once more. His 
fifth goal of the season to 1: 0, a long-range shot from 22 meters was well worth 
seeing, though not quite untenable. Yet it was not enough for victory. "We, as so 
often lacked the killer instinct, we would have to close the bag much earlier," said 
Barnetta. The balance fell short before the final whistle, and as a Philadelphia five 
laps to continue to fight to participate in the playoff - it is the minimum goal of 
the association. Currently, it looks good, as fourth in the East in the divided 
eastern and western teams league the reserve is five loss points, "but it can 
sometimes go here quickly." Moreover Barnetta wants more, he would have liked 
in the playoff venue. Philadelphia deemed away weak, and to the game to prevent 
the unfamiliar terrain, the fourth place in the table must be defended. 
But that is the future, as well as Barnetta's decision of how life should go 
on.Currently it lacks the 31-year-olds to nothing. "It runs on and off the pitch to 
me.Life here is great and exactly what I was looking for the one and a half years. 
"Only at the high temperatures, he had to get used to, just this past weekend 
played Philadelphia in the evening at 35 degrees and high humidity. "This goes to 
the substance. But it was always so that the day is reserved after the game for the 
regeneration. At my age I need this all the more, "he laughs. New for Barnetta was 
how Americans approach the Games Away. So it could happen that four day they 



should go as against Seattle. "There will not be anything as strict as in Europe, 
and so even a private meal with colleagues possible two days before the game," 
said the 75-times Swiss international. 
 
Feel and know what he wants 
 
It is feel all good and above all correct. But Barnetta feels approaching the day of 
decision, and too easy is not it. First, he must know what he wants. Feel what he 
wants, he does for a long time: Going back to FC St. Gallen, which he had left at a 
young age for the big wide world of football. This wish he also frankly, always he 
does. But feel with every goal and every good performance Barnetta also how well 
it does Philadelphia, him, the current captain of the team. "It is not easy, and I do 
not know what happened. I am in top shape, and I always wanted to return to top 
form St.Gallen. The question is whether now is the right time. "However, 
Barnetta must also be aware, not to miss the right moment. 
 


